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QUOTE OF THE MONTH
“Today is your opportunity to build the tomorrow you want”
- Ken Poirot

Local & Regional News
Singapore Tuas Mega Port to help ease port congestion

To help ease the global supply chain congestion, Singapore is opening
storage spaces at Tuas port to reduce turnaround time and PLG is ready to
support PSA Singapore Maritime and Port Authority of Singapore
(MPA) when needed.
This is an exciting moment for us, as we witnessed the transformation of
the Tuas Mega Port, from its reclamation works to its upcoming opening all right from our doorstep.
Our flagship building is
located near the port and is
equipped with 700,000sqft
of covered and open
storage. We have a ready
fleet of trucks and an
experienced team to help
with transportation
management and shifting
of cargoes.

Our proximity to the Tuas Mega Port

Click here to read more
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Laos - China Railway Opening
A glimpse of the developments
in Vientiane as Vientiane
Station is set to be the most
important station along the
Laos-China railway.
Overcoming its landlocked
constraints, Laos is set to
become a land-linked country
upon completion of the LaosChina Railway (part of the BRI
initiative).
The railway will focus on freight traffic first when operations commence.
On 16th October, the China-Laos Railway's streamlined "China-standard"
bullet train, or electric multiple unit (EMU) train, arrived at the newly
completed China-Laos Railway Vientiane Station. It will be put on the
upcoming railway trial run.
With the opening of the China-Laos Railway, the journey time between
Vientiane to the China-Laos border will be drastically reduced from two
days to three hours, while Vientiane to Kunming would be reduced from
two days to one night. This is a significant development in the China-Laos
connection, paving way for Laos to become a future regional hub.
Most of the stations are completed ahead of the opening in December
and will be a key connection point between China and the rest of the
region, providing an alternative and cost-effective freight route option. As
we await the opening of the Laos-China railway operations, our PLG Laos
office has a freight service running through Laem Chabang (Thailand) to
Thanaleng (Laos).
Our team is excited about these developments and is ready to help you
facilitate your cargo movements across the region, providing integrated
solutions to meet your needs.
Reach out to us at: marketing@plg-logistics.com for more information or
enquiries!
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What is the difference between
FTZ and ZGST Warehouse?
PLG offers a range of services for our customers which includes Free Trade
Zone (FTZ) and Zero GST (ZGST) warehouse solutions. While similar in nature,
the key differences between the 2 warehouse solutions are as follows:

FTZ Warehouse
Location

Type of
goods
stored

Highly
suitable for

ZGST Warehouse

Located within the country’s
designated free trade zones
e.g. Air Cargo Complex and
Keppel District Warehouse with limited access

Controlled by customs outside
of the free trade zone, allowing
access to the premises to
perform checks and minor
works or relabelling

Both overseas and local
goods

Overseas goods only

Time-sensitive ready goods,
as it is able to be dispatched
quickly to catch the next
available transit upon sameday request

Multiple overseas suppliers with
goods that are value-added or
require assembly that requires a
longer period of storage

Storage
Time

Indefinite storage time (for Singapore)

Duties &
GST

Both can defer the payment of duties and GST during the
storage time in the warehouse

PLG has our very own Zero-GST warehouse, and its location near Tuas Mega
Port helps to facilitate quick turnarounds.
We have been working with many of our customers for a long time as they
store high-value cargoes in our secured location. ZGST warehouses allow the
deferment of duty and tax payment, paid only at the destination country.
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We have a team of knowledgeable
staff that is highly experienced in
handling distribution services in
Asia, utilising both models of
bonded warehouses, from highvalued motors, oil and gas,
semiconductor and high value
traded commodities to meet our
customers’ requirements.
PLG started out as a Freight
Forwarding company with over 20
years of experience. Our strong
freight forwarding base has helped
us build a strong network with other
members of the freight community.
Our FTZ warehouse is located at 9
Airline Road, Cargo Agents Building
D, allowing us to provide our local
and overseas customers storage for
transhipment cargoes.
With the challenging carrier
frequency, more brands are
considering decentralising their
hubs nearer to their origin points to
help speed up the fulfilment of local
and regional orders.
Having a combination of both FTZ
and Zero GST warehouses near the
airport and the port respectively
provides business flexibility to our
customers, through the option of
multimodal transportation via airsea or sea-air for distribution within
the region to achieve faster transit
times.
Contact us today to find out more:
marketing@plg-logistics.com
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Our Projects
Transferring powder
from bag to ISO tank
Our experienced project team is
capable of handling niche
projects. They helped one of our
customers to store and handle the
transfer of the powder from their
packaging to the ISO tank. It is a
rare service, as the transfer
requires suitable equipment and
facility. We assisted in transferring
a total of 10 bags, weighing 8.5
tons, into the ISO tank and
prepared it for delivery.

Storing and Delivering of
Ingots at Our Zero-GST
Warehouse
PLG is capable of providing your
company with a diverse range of
services - which includes Zero
GST warehouse solutions.
Recently, we provided a onestop solution service to store
and deliver zinc ingots to our
Zero-GST Warehouse, storing a total of 6014 tons thus far.
Our experienced team handled the paperwork and prepared the necessary
documents to obtain the import and export permits, thereafter coordinating
closely with our haulier team to receive and send the ingots to the port.
As ingots are non-dutiable goods, we are able to suspend GST until the
goods leave the warehouse.
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YOUR EXPERIENCED
PROJECT LOGISTICS
PARTNER
Pacific Logistics Group is equipped to help you with your
oversized, overwidth, overweight and overlength cargo
needs. Our highly experienced team has the expertise to
advise and execute your project cargo needs in the best
manner possible, delivering your goods swiftly and safely.

Our past projects:

For enquiries, please contact:
marketing@plg-logistics.com
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Our Event
PLG participates in CIIE 2021 under Singapore Pavilion

China International Import Expo (CIIE)
is jointly organised by the Ministry of
Commerce of the People's Republic of
China and the Shanghai Municipal
People's Government. This year marks
the fourth CIIE event and will be held
in Shanghai from 5th to 10th
November 2021.
The CIIE event aims to provide strong
support for trade liberalisation and
economic globalisation, as well as to
actively open the Chinese market to
the rest of the world. It helps
countries and regions throughout the
world increase economic cooperation
and trade, as well as promote global
commerce and economic growth to
open up the global economy.

Physical booth location:
Hall 8.2, booth A5-01

Virtual booth access:
English version

中文版本

：

Dates & Timing
7 November (Sun), 3:30pm - 3:40pm
8 November (Mon), 3:20pm - 3:30pm
*Can be viewed via our virtual booth link

Feel free to reach out to the
team if you are at the event and
they will be glad to assist you
with any queries you may have!
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OUR SHARING
HUB
This month's sharing hub focuses on
tips for quality communication. because
it promotes better performance, helps
to maintain strong working
relationships, boosts morale and
eliminates potential
misunderstandings.
This has become more important than
ever as telecommuting and e-meetings
become increasingly common.
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WAYS TO COMMUNICATE
EFFECTIVELY IN WORKPLACE

Set clear goals and
expectation

Schedule regular oneon-one meetings

When you communicate clearly
goals and expectations, your team
will be far more productive and
effective in accomplishing their
responsibilities since they will know
exactly what is expected from the
start.

This is an excellent opportunity to
increase employee engagement and
strengthen professional ties. Employee
happiness and performance improve
when relationships and communication
are strengthened.

Praise in public,
criticise in private

Ask clarifying
questions

Giving your particular criticism in
private is more respectful and
professional. Constructive feedback
is most effective when given face to
face, but if that isn't possible, it can
be given through video call to make
it more personal.

Asking clarifying questions can also help
you obtain a better knowledge of the
issue at hand, making this a valuable
learning experience. Make sure you're
totally involved, paying attention, and
asking questions that are relevant to
what's being discussed.
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Assume
positive intent
In
these
situations,
open
communication is critical, so be
forthright and honest with the
individual and tell them how their
words or actions made you feel so
that you can clear the air.

Repeat important
messages in different
formats
If you have a key point to convey,
consider repeating or delivering it in a
few different ways to ensure that it
sticks. When a message is repeated
numerous
times
through
several
channels, your team is more likely to
remember it.

Raise your words, not your voice
It's vital to enhance and expand your professional vocabulary so you
can convey what you want to say in the most appropriate way
possible. It's critical to pay attention not only to what we're saying,
but also to how we're saying it. If you find yourself becoming
agitated during a discussion, take some time to consider the best
approach to respond rather than reacting out of frustration or
anger. At work, never raise your voice! It's not only unpleasant, but
it's also unnecessary.
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JOIN OUR TEAM!
WE ARE HIRING
Class 3 & Class 4 Drivers
Haulier Driver
Warehouse Assistant
Warehouse Supervisor
Customer Service Assistance/ Executive
Assistant Manager for Freight
IT Executive
Quality Assurance
Corporate Affairs Executive
Regional Business Development Manager

Send your resumes to:
wenqi.chua@rks-process.com
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Contact us at marketing@plg-logistics.com
or email us to receive our monthly newsletter.

